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Abstract
In this paper, we express the Euler characteristic of a semi-algebraic set which is an intersection
of a nonsingular variety (given as a complete intersection of a system of equations) with a
polynomial inequality in terms of the signatures of appropriate bilinear forms. c© 1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 14P25
1. Introduction
Let P=(P1; : : : ; Pm) be a system of polynomials in R[x1; : : : ; xn]=R[x], let A=R=(P)
and we assume that dimR A< +1. The set of common zeroes in Cn of P1; : : : ; Pm,
ZC(P), consists of a nite number of points and then the set of common zeroes in
Rn of P1; : : : ; Pm, ZR(P), is also a nite set of points. Let h2A, the Sturm query of
h with respect to P is dened by
SQ(P; h) = ]fx2ZR(P)=h(x)> 0g − ]fx2ZR(P)=h(x)< 0g:
In the univariate case, it’s well known that for P and Q two polynomials in R[x1]
SQ(P;Q) = I

P0Q
P

;
where I(P0Q=P) is the Cauchy index, which can be computed using the Sylvester
sequence or the Sylvester{Habicht sequence.
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In the multivariate case, we associate to h a quadratic form, called the trace form,
dened on A by
Qh : A ! R
f 7! Tr(Lf2h)
where Tr is the usual trace and Lf2h is the linear endomorphism of multiplication by
f2h. We have
SQ(P; h) = signature(Qh):
The reader who wants to learn about zero-dimensional system can refer to [9,16].
The aim of this paper is to extend this formula to the situation of the positive
dimension variety and to express the Euler characteristic of semi-algebraic sets which
are an intersection of a non-singular algebraic complete intersection of dimension more
than 0 with several inequalities. For this we adapt techniques from Szafraniec [14].
Let f = (f1; : : : ; fk) : Rn!R k be a polynomial mapping with n>k, such that
WR = f−1(0) = fx2Rn=f(x) = 0g is a smooth manifold of dimension n − k. Let
g : Rn!R be a polynomial. Let I R[x1; : : : ; xn] be the ideal generated by f1; : : : ; fk
and all (k + 1) (k + 1) minors
@(g; f1; : : : ; fk)
@(xi1 ; : : : ; xik+1)
;
let AR = R[x]=I and suppose that dimR AR< +1. We use the following notations:
WR(g  0) =WR \ fg  0g
with 2 f=; < ; > ;;g. Let ! = x21 +    + x2n, for the case g = !, let us call BR
the corresponding algebra. In [14], Szafraniec denes two bilinear symmetric forms 	
and 	M on BR such that
if n− k is odd (WR) = (−1) ksignature 	
if n− k is even (WR) = signature 	M:
We will dene four bilinear symmetric forms , g, M and Mg on AR such that
if g is non-degenerate
if n− k is odd
8><
>:
(WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)) = (−1) ksignature ;
(WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0)) = (−1) k(2signature 	
−signature g);
if n− k is even
(
(WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)) = signature Mg ;
(WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0)) = signature M :
This result generalizes the case g=!= x21 +   + x2n. The proof relies strongly on the
machinery developed by Szafraniec and is obtained by replacing ! with g.
Now let G = [g1; : : : ; gs] be a list of polynomials. A sign pattern  is an element
of f0; 1;−1gs and the sign pattern of G at x, sign(G; x) is the vector (sign(g1(x)); : : : ;
sign(gs(x))). For a zero-dimensional system of polynomials P, M.-F. Roy in [12], using
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Sturm queries of products of the original polynomials, gives an algorithm computing
the cardinals of the following sets
fx2ZR(P)=sign(G; x) = g for 2f0; 1;−1gs:
In the end of the paper, we give a similar result for the Euler characteristics of the
sets W (g1  0; : : : ; gs  0) where 2 f;g using similar techniques.
2. Study of the semi-algebraic sets WR(g  0) and WR(g  0)
Let f = (f1; : : : ; fk) : Rn!R k ; n>k, be a polynomial mapping such that WC =
fx2Cn=f(x) = 0g is a smooth complex manifold of dimension n − k, which implies
that WR = fx2Rn=f(x) = 0g is a smooth real manifold of dimension n− k, provided
it’s not empty.
Let
M =
@(f1; : : : ; fk)
@(x1; : : : ; xk)
:
Let g : Rn!R be a polynomial and let I R[x] the ideal generated by f1; : : : ; fk and
all (k + 1) (k + 1) minors
@(g; f1; : : : ; fk)
@(xi1 ; : : : ; xik+1)
:
Let AR = R[x]=I and VC = fp2Cn=8u2 I u(p) = 0g. Assume that dimR AR<+1,
hence VC is nite and
VC = fp1; : : : ; pmg [ fpm+1; pm+1; : : : ; ps; psg= fp1; : : : ; prg;
where
8i2f1; : : : ; mg pi 2Rn;
8i2fm+ 1; : : : ; sg pi 2CnnRn;
s= m+
r − m
2
;
VC is the set of critical points of gjWC and VR = V \ Rn = fp1; : : : ; pmg is the set of
critical points of gjWR . After an appropriate choice of linear coordinates in R
n, one
may assume that 8p2VC M (p) 6=0.
For all p2VK, (K=R or C), let OK; p be the ring of analytic function germs Kn!K
dened near p. We dene
mj(x) =
@(g; f1; : : : ; fk)
@(x1; : : : ; xk ; xj)
8j  k + 1;
h(x) =
@(f1; : : : ; fk ; mk+1; : : : ; mn)
@(x1; : : : ; xn)
:
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Let (f1; : : : ; fk) be the ideal generated by f1; : : : ; fk in OK; p, let IK; p be the one gen-
erated by f1; : : : ; fk and all (k + 1) (k + 1) minors
@(g; f1; : : : ; fk)
@(xi1 ; : : : ; xik+1)
and let JK; p be the one generated by f1; : : : ; fk ; mk+1; : : : ; mn. It’s clear that (f1; : : : ; fk)
JK; p IK; p. Let AK; p = OK; p=IK; p, since dimR AR< +1 we have that for all p2VK
dimK AK; p < +1 and then
Lemma 2.1. 8p2VK IK; p = JK; p:
Proof See [14], pp. 349{350.
Now we study the local situation at a point pj 2VR. We have M (pj) 6=0 and
dimR AR;pj < +1. Let  :AR;pj !R be a linear functional such that (h)> 0. Let
u2OR;pj be a real analytic germ. Let ju (resp. M;ju ) be the bilinear symmetric form
on AR;pj given by 
j
u(g1; g2) = (ug1g2) (resp. 
M;j
u (g1; g2) = (Mug1g2)).
Let ~g : WR!R be a Morse function which uniformly approximates gjWR in the
C2-topology. Let fpjig be the Morse critical points of ~g lying near pj and let ji be
the index of ~g at pi. The following proposition is an easy generalization of Proposition
3:5, p. 352 [14]. It is based on the Eisenbud{Levine formula (see [2,3,7,10]).
Proposition 2.2. (i) ju is non-degenerate if and only if u(pj) 6=0.
(ii)
P
(−1)ji = (−1) ksign u(pj):signature ju if n− k is odd.
(iii)
P
(−1)ji = sign u(pj):signatureM;ju if n− k is even.
Let us go back to the global situation. We know that dimC AC< +1 then the
projection
 : AC!AC;p1      AC; pr
is an isomorphism of C-algebras.
We write = (1; : : : ; r) where i : AC!AC;pi , i sends an element f of AC to its
residue class in AC;pi . Let i : AC;pi !AC denote the restriction of −1 to
f0g      AC;pi      f0g=AC;pi :
Hence i  i is the identity on AC;pi and j  i  0 for i 6= j.
In [14], Szafraniec denes a bilinear symmetric form on AR. Let us recall briey its
construction. We write
fk+1 =
@(g; f1; : : : ; fk)
@(x1; : : : ; xk ; xk+1)
; : : : ; fn =
@(g; f1; : : : ; fk)
@(x1; : : : ; xk ; xn)
and we dene for all 1  i; j  n
Tij(x; y) =
fi(y1; : : : ; yj−1; xj; : : : ; xn)− fi(y1; : : : ; yj; xj+1; : : : ; xn)
xj − yj
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and T (x; y)= det[Tij(x; y)]. There exist e^1(y); : : : ; e^d(y), where d=dimR AR, such that
T (x; y) = e1(x)⊗ e^1(y) +   + ed(x)⊗ e^d(y) in A2R:
We have assumed that 8p2V M (p) 6=0. From Lemma 2.1, 8p2V IC;p = JC;p and
thus, applying Theorem 4:3 of [14], there exist a1; : : : ; ad such that
1 = a1e^1 +   + ade^d
and, applying Theorem 4:4 of [14], there exists a linear functional  :AR!R such
that 8i2f1; : : : ; rg (hi) = i where i = dimC AC;pi and hi = i  (h) with h =
@(f1; : : : ; fn)=@(x1; : : : ; xn). In particular, 8i2f1; : : : ; rg (hi)> 0.
With this linear functional , we dene the following bilinear symmetric form
 :AR  AR!R dened by (g1; g2) = (g1g2):
Let u2R[x], we can dene another bilinear symmetric form by
u :AR  AR!R dened by u(g1; g2) = (ug1g2):
Theorem 2.3. u is non-degenerate if and only if  is non-degenerate and 8p2VC
u(p) 6=0.
Proof. See [14], Theorem 4:1, pp. 353.
Let us dene the following bilinear symmetric forms:
M : AR  AR!R dened by M (g1; g2) = (Mg1g2);
g : AR  AR!R dened by g(g1; g2) = (gg1g2);
Mg : AR  AR!R dened by Mg (g1; g2) = (Mgg1g2):
Proposition 2.4. Assume that 8i2f1; : : : ; rg M (pi) 6=0 and that g is non-degenerate
then
(i) g−1jWR(0) is either empty or a smooth manifold of dimension n− k − 1;
(ii) ; M and Mg are non-degenerate.
Proof. (i) If g is non-degenerate then from Theorem 2.3, 8i2f1; : : : ; rg g(pi) 6=0
hence, if gjWR has a critical point at p, g(p) 6=0.
(ii) From Theorem 2.3 we deduce that  is non-degenerate and that 8i2f1; : : : ; rg
g(pi) 6=0. Since 8i2f1; : : : ; rg M (pi) 6=0, we apply Theorem 2.3 in the other direction.
We have
AR = AR;p1      AR;pm  AC;pm+1      AC;ps
81 im, let j (resp. M;j; jg ; M;jg ) be the bilinear symmetric form on AR; pj given
by
j(g1; g2) = j(g1g2)
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(resp. M;j(g1; g2)=j(Mg1g2); 
j
g=j(gg1g2); 
M;j
g =j(Mgg1g2)), where j=j
is the restriction of  to AR;pj . Then we have
Proposition 2.5. (i) signature =
Pm
j=1 signature 
j;
(ii) signature g =
Pm
j=1 signature 
j
g;
(iii) signature M =
Pm
j=1 signature 
M;j;
(iv) signature Mg =
Pm
j=1 signature 
M;j
g :
Proof. See [14], pp. 355{356.
Theorem 2.6. Assume the following conditions:
 WC is a smooth complex manifold of dimension n− k and WR is non-empty;
 dimR AR< +1;
 8p2V M (p) 6=0;
 g is non-degenerate;
 gjWR is proper;
then
(i) WR is a smooth real manifold of dimension n− k;
(ii) ; M and Mg are non-degenerate;
(iii) g−1jWR(0) is either empty or a smooth manifold of dimension n− k − 1;
(iv) if n− k is odd
(−1) ksignature g = (WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− 2(WR(g= 0))
(−1) ksignature = (WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0));
if n− k is even
signature M = (WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0));
signature Mg = (WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)):
Proof. (i) is clear. From Proposition 2.4 we get (ii) and (iii).
(iv) The set of critical points of gjWR is fp1; : : : ; pmg. Since g−1(0) and WR are trans-
verse, 8j2f1; : : : ; mg g(pj) 6=0. Let ~g : WR!R a Morse function which uniformly ap-
proximates g in the C2-topology; 8j2f1; : : : ; mg let fpjig be the set of non-degenerate
critical points of ~g lying near pj. Since ~g approximates g, ~g
−1(0) and WR intersect
transversally and we have ~g(pji) 6=0. Let ji be the Morse index of ~g at pji. From
Morse theory
(WR(g  0); WR(g= 0)) = n+( ~g+)− n−( ~g+);
where n+( ~g+) (resp. n−( ~g+)) is the number of non-degenerate critical points of ~gjWR(g0)
with even index (resp. with odd index). We also have
(WR(g  0); WR(g= 0)) = (−1)n−k(n+( ~g−)− n−( ~g−));
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where n+( ~g−) (resp. n−( ~g−)) is the number of non-degenerate critical points of ~gjWR(g0)
with even index (resp. with odd index). If n− k is odd
(WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)) =
X
g(pj)> 0
(−1)ji +
X
g(pj)< 0
(−1)ji ;
(WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− 2(WR(g= 0)) =
X
g(pj)> 0
(−1)ji −
X
g(pj)< 0
(−1)ji :
Furthermore, from Proposition 2.2
8j2f1; : : : ; mg
X
j
(−1)ji = (−1) k signature j;
8j2f1; : : : ; mg
X
j
(−1)ji = (−1) k sign g(pj) signature jg
hence X
g(pj)> 0
(−1)ji = (−1) k
X
g(pj)> 0
signature j = (−1) k
X
g(pj)> 0
signature jg;
X
g(pj)< 0
(−1)ji = (−1) k
X
g(pj)< 0
signature j =−(−1) k
X
g(pj)< 0
signature jg:
From Proposition 2.5
signature =
X
j
signature j = (−1) k
0
@ X
g(pj)> 0
(−1)ji +
X
g(pj)< 0
(−1)ji
1
A ;
signature g =
X
j
signature jg = (−1) k
0
@ X
g(pj)> 0
(−1)ji −
X
g(pj)< 0
(−1)ji
1
A ;
which implies
(−1) k signature g = (WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− 2(WR(g= 0));
(−1) k signature = (WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)):
We prove the case n− k even using the same method and the fact that WR(g= 0) is
compact, smooth and odd dimensional which implies that (WR(g= 0)) = 0.
Now for the case n− k odd, in order to get rid of the term (WR(g=0)), we write
(WR) = (WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− (WR(g= 0)):
Using Szafraniec’s results, which are recalled in the introduction, we get
2(−1) k signature 	 = 2(WR(g  0)) + 2(WR(g  0))− 2(WR(g= 0)):
Combining this with the formulas of the previous theorem, we easily obtain
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Corollary 2.7. With the assumptions of Theorem 2:6 and the following assumption
 dimRBR< +1
then
 if n− k is odd
(−1) k(2 signature 	 − signature g) = (WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))
(−1) k signature = (WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0));
if n− k is even
signature M = (WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0));
signature Mg = (WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)):
Corollary 2.8. Under the same assumptions; if n− k is odd
(WR(g  0)) = (−1) k signature 	 + (−1)
k
2
(signature − signature g);
(WR(g  0)) = (−1) k signature 	 + (−1)
k+1
2
(signature g + signature ):
If n− k is even
(WR(g  0)) = 12(signature 
M + signature Mg );
(WR(g  0)) = 12(signature 
M − signature Mg ):
Proof. It is clear.
Remark 2.9. We have the same results replacing the assumption gjWR proper by the
assumption WR compact.
3. Case of semi-algebraic sets dened with several strict inequalities
Let f = (f1; : : : ; fk) : Rn!R k , with n>k, a polynomial mapping such that WC is
a smooth complex manifold of dimension n − k. Let g1 and g2 be two polynomials.
We are interested in the study of the sets WR(g1  0; g2  0) with 2 f;g.
We keep the notations of the previous section replacing g by g1g2. Then VC is the
set of critical points of g1g2jWC and VR=V \Rn is the set of critical points of g1g2jWR .
We assume that 8p2V M (p) 6=0. We dene in the same way as in the previous
section a linear functional  : AR!R and we dene the following bilinear symmetric
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forms:
 : AR  AR!R dened by (u1; u2) = (u1u2);
g1 : AR  AR!R dened by g1 (u1; u2) = (g1u1u2);
g2 : AR  AR!R dened by g2 (u1; u2) = (g2u1u2);
g1g2 : AR  AR!R dened by g1g2 (u1; u2) = (g1g2u1u2):
In a similar way, we dene the bilinear symmetric forms M , Mg1 , 
M
g2 and 
M
g1g2 .
Proposition 3.1. Assume that 8i2f1; : : : ; rg M (pi) 6=0 and that g1g2 is non-
degenerate then
(i) (g1g2)−1jWR(0) is either empty or a smooth manifold of dimension n− k − 1; in
particular g−11 (0) \ g−12 (0) \WR is empty.
(ii) ; g1 ; g2 ; 
M ; Mg1 ; 
M
g2 and 
M
g1g2 are non-degenerate.
Proof. We prove (i) and (ii) as in the Proposition 2.4.
Theorem 3.2. Assume the following conditions:
 WC is a smooth complex manifold of dimension n− k and WR is not empty;
 dimRAR< +1;
 8p2V M (p) 6=0;
 g1g2 is non-degenerate;
 g1jWR and g2jWR are proper;
then
(i) WR is a smooth real manifold if dimension n− k;
(ii) ; g1 ; g2 ; 
M ; Mg1 ; 
M
g2 and 
M
g1g2 are non-degenerate;
(iii) g1g2jWR is proper;
(iv) if n− k is odd;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2> 0))
+ (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− 2(WR(g1 = 0))− 2(WR(g2 = 0))
= (−1) k signature g1g2 ;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
+ (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) = (−1) k signature ;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− 2(WR(g1 = 0; g2  0))
+2(WR(g1 = 0; g2  0)) = (−1) k signature g1 ;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
−(WR(g1  0; g2  0))− 2(WR(g1  0; g2 = 0)) + 2(WR(g1  0; g2 = 0))
= (−1) k signature g2 ;
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if n− k is even
(WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
+ (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) = signature M ;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
+ (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) = signature Mg1g2 ;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
− (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) = signature Mg2 ;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
− (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) = signature Mg1 :
Proof. (i) and (iii) are clear and (ii) is the Proposition 3.1.
(iii) Let fp1; : : : ; pmg be the set of critical points of g1g2jWR . Since g1g2 is non-
degenerate, we know by Proposition 3.1 that 8i2f1; : : : ; mg g1(pi) 6=0 and g2(pi) 6=0.
Let ~g : WR!R be a Morse function which approximates g1g2jWR . For all j2f1; : : : ; mg,
let fpjig; 1  i  q(j), be the set of non-degenerate critical points of ~g lying near
pj and let fjig their respective Morse index. We have that 8j2f1; : : : ; mg; 8i2
f1; : : : ; q(j)g ~g(pji) 6=0. From Morse theory
(WR(g1g2  0); WR(g1g2 = 0)) =
X
g1(pj)> 0; g2(pj)> 0
(−1)ji :
But, since g−11 (0) \ g−12 (0) \ WR is empty, WR(g1g2  0) is the disjoint union of
WR(g1  0; g2  0) and WR(g1  0; g2  0) and we can write
(WR(g1  0; g2  0); WR(g1  0; g2 = 0) tWR(g1 = 0; g2  0))
=
X
g1(pj)> 0; g2(pj)> 0
(−1)ji
(WR(g1  0; g2  0); WR(g1  0; g2 = 0) tWR(g1 = 0; g2  0))
=
X
g1(pj)< 0; g2(pj)< 0
(−1)ji :
Similarly, we have
(WR(g1  0; g2  0); WR(g1  0; g2 = 0) tWR(g1 = 0; g2  0))
= (−1)n−k
X
g1(pj)> 0; g2(pj)< 0
(−1)ji
(WR(g1  0; g2  0); WR(g1  0; g2 = 0) tWR(g1 = 0; g2  0))
=(−1)n−k
X
g1(pj)< 0; g2(pj)> 0
(−1)ji
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hence, if n− k is odd
(WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2> 0))
+(WR(g1  0; g2  0))− 2(WR(g1 = 0))− 2(WR(g2 = 0))
=
X
j
sign(g1g2)(pj)(−1)ji ;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
+ (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) =
X
j
(−1)ji ;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− 2(WR(g1 = 0; g2  0)) + 2(WR(g1 = 0; g2  0))
=
X
j
sign g1(pj)(−1)ji ;
(WR(g1  0; g2  0)) + (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))
− (WR(g1  0; g2  0))− 2(WR(g1  0; g2 = 0)) + 2(WR(g1  0; g2 = 0))
=
X
j
sign g2(pj)(−1)ji :
Propositions 2.2 and 2.5 enable us to conclude. We prove the case n− k even using
the same method and the fact that WR(g1 = 0), WR(g2 = 0), WR(g1 = 0; g2  0) and
WR(g1  0; g2 = 0), where 2 f;g, are compact, smooth and odd dimensional.
Now using the previous section and Szafraniec’s work and assuming that all the
algebras involved are nite dimensional, we can express
(WR(g1  0; g2 = 0))− (WR(g1  0; g2 = 0));
(WR(g1 = 0; g2  0))− (WR(g1 = 0; g2  0));
(WR(g1 = 0)) and (WR(g2 = 0))
as signature of bilinear symmetric forms. So we get the following corollary
Corollary 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorems 3:2 and 2:6; we can express the
Euler characteristics (WR(g1 0; g2 0)); 2 f;g as linear combinations with ra-
tional coecients of signatures of non-degenerate bilinear symmetric forms on suitable
algebras. These algebras are dened in terms of f1; : : : ; fk ; g1; g2 and !.
Proof. We just have to inverse the system.
We try now to generalize this result to the semi-algebraic sets
WR(g1  0; : : : ; gs  0);
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where 2 f;g and g1; : : : ; gs are polynomials. We still keep the notations of Section
2 replacing g by g1      gs, VC is the set of critical points of g1      gsjWC and
VR=V \Rn is the set of critical points of g1   gsjWR and  is a linear functional
on AR. See [15], pp. 84{85 for a similar method. We dene the 2s following bilinear
symmetric forms:
8(1; : : : ; s)2f0; 1gs(1 ;:::;s)(f1; f2) = (g11      gss f1f2)
and the 2s following bilinear symmetric forms:
8(1; : : : ; s)2f0; 1gsM(1 ;:::;s)(f1; f2) = (M  g11      gss f1f2):
We recall that if A is a nm matrix and A0 is a pq matrix, A⊗A0 is the npmq
matrix obtained in replacing the entry a0i; j of A
0 by the matrix a0i; jA.
Theorem 3.4. Assume the following conditions:
 WC is a smooth complex manifold of dimension n− k and WR is not empty;
 8p2V; M (p) 6=0;
 (1;:::;1) is non-degenerate;
 8i2f1; : : : ; sg gijWR is proper;
then
(i) WR is a smooth real manifold if dimension n− k;
(ii) 8(1; : : : ; s)2f0; 1gs(1 ;:::;s) and M(1 ;:::;s) are non-degenerate;
(iii) g1      gsjWR is proper;
(iv) (g1  gs)−1jWR(0) is either empty or a smooth manifold of dimension n−k−1;
(v) the Euler characteristics (WR(g1  0; : : : ; gs  0)) are related to the signatures
of the forms (1 ;:::;s) in the following way: call X the vector-column with entries the
(WR(g10; : : : ; gs0)) and S (resp. S M ) the vector-column with entries the signatures
of the forms (1 ;:::;s) (resp. 
M
(1 ;:::;s)) then there is an ordering of the entries of X
and S such that if n− k is even
1 1
1 −1
s
X = S M
if n− k is odd
1 1
1 −1
s
X = (−1) kS + T
where
1 1
1 −1
s
=

1 1
1 −1

⊗    ⊗

1 1
1 −1

s times
and T is a vector-column whose entries are linear combinations with integer coe-
cients of the terms
(WR(g1  0; : : : ; gi−1  0; gi = 0; gi+1  0; : : : ; gs  0))
with 2 f;g.
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Proof (sketch). (i){(iv): We use the same arguments as for Theorems 2.6 and 3.2.
(vi) We proceed as we did in Theorem 3.2: we approximate g1      gsjWR by a
Morse function ~g and we apply the result of Morse theory. We obtain 2s equalities
and we conclude as for Theorems 2.6 and 3.2.
Corollary 3.5. The Euler characteristics
(WR(g1  0; : : : ; gs  0))
can be expressed as linear combinations with rational coecients of signatures of
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms on suitable nite dimensional algebras. These
algebras are dened in terms of f1; : : : ; fk ; g1; : : : ; gs and !.
Proof. It is clear for n− k even since
det

1 1
1 −1
s
= (−2)s:
For n− k odd, we see that the manifolds with boundary
WR(g1  0; : : : ; gi−1  0; gi = 0; gi+1  0; : : : ; gs  0)
have dimension n− k − 1 so they are even dimensional so the Euler characteristic
(WR(g1  0; : : : ; gi−1  0; gi = 0; gi+1  0; : : : ; gs  0))
appearing can be expressed as linear combinations with rationnal coecients of
signatures of non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms and we just have to inverse
the system
1 1
1 −1
s
X = (−1) kS + T:
4. Study of the case when g is degenerate
Let f = (f1; : : : ; fk) : Rn!R k be a polynomial mapping such that WC = f−1(0) =
fx2Cn=f1(x) =    = fk(x) = 0g is a smooth complex manifold of dimension n − k
and WR is not empty, which implies that WR is a smooth real manifold of dimension
n− k. Let g : Rn!R be a polynomial.
As in the previous sections, I is the ideal of R[x1; : : : ; xn] generated by f1; : : : ; fk
and all (k + 1) (k + 1) minors
@(g; f1; : : : ; fk)
@(xi1 ; : : : ; xik+1)
and AR = R[x]=I .
We assume that dimR AR< +1 and let us call d this dimension. We have
AR = AR;p1      AR;pm  AC;pm+1      AC;ps ;
where p1; : : : ; pm are the critical points of gjWR .
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We have already studied the case g is non-degenerate i.e., 8j2f1; : : : ; mg g(pj) 6=0.
This implies that g−1jWR(0) is either empty or a smooth manifold of dimension n− k −
1. We want now to examine the case g is degenerate i.e 9j2f1; : : : ; mg such that
g(pj) = 0. This implies (gjWR)
−1(0) is either empty or:
 a smooth manifold of dimension n− k − 1,
 a disjoint union of a manifold of dimension n − k − 1 which may have isolated
singularities and a nite number of isolated points.
We consider the linear functional  : AR!R already dened and we dene the
following bilinear symmetric forms:
gd : AR  AR!R dened by gd(g1; g2) = (gdg1g2);
gd+1 : AR  AR!R dened by gd+1(g1; g2) = (gd+1g1g2);
Mgd : AR  AR!R dened by gd(g1; g2) = (Mgdg1g2);
Mgd+1 : AR  AR!R dened by gd+1(g1; g2) = (Mgd+1g1g2):
We have
Proposition 4.1. (i) signature gd =
P
g(pj) 6= 0 signature 
j
gd ;
(ii) signature gd+1 =
P
g(pj) 6= 0 signature 
j
gd+1 ;
(iii) signature Mgd =
P
g(pj) 6= 0 signature 
M;j
gd ;
(iv) signature gd+1 =
P
g(pj) 6= 0 signature 
M;j
gd+1 .
Proof. We know that signature gd =
Pm
j=1 signature 
j
gd (see Proposition 2.5). Now
let us look at a point pj with g(pj)=0. Then in AR;pj , g belongs to the maximal ideal
and since AR;pj is artinian the following chains of ideals
   (gl)(gl−1)   (g2)(g)AR;pj
has length less than dimR AR;pj and so less than d. This means that in AR;pj , (g
d+1) =
(gd) and there exists 2AR;pj such that gd = gd+1. Hence gd(1 − g) = 0 and
gd = 0 since 1 − g is invertible for g belongs to the maximal ideal of AR;pj . So
8g1; g2 2AR;pj gdg1g2 = 0 and j(gdg1g2) = 0 and jgd is the zero bilinear symmetric
form which implies that its signature is zero.
Theorem 4.2. Assume the following conditions:
 WC is a smooth complex manifold of dimension n− k and WR is not empty;
 dimR AR< +1;
 8p2V M (p) 6=0;
 g is degenerate;
 gjWR is proper.
then
(i) WR is a smooth real manifold of dimension n− k;
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(ii) if n− k is odd and d is odd
(WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− 2(WR(g= 0)) = (−1) ksignature gd ;
(WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)) = (−1) ksignature gd+1 ;
if n− k is odd and d is even
(WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− 2(WR(g= 0)) = (−1) ksignature gd+1 ;
(WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)) = (−1) ksignature gd ;
(iii) if n− k is even and d is odd
(WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− 2(WR(g= 0)) = signature Mgd+1 ;
(WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)) = signature Mgd ;
if n− k is even and d is even
(WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− 2(WR(g= 0)) = signature Mgd ;
(WR(g  0))− (WR(g  0)) = signature Mgd+1 :
Proof. (i) is clear. For (ii), as usual take a Morse approximation ~g : WR!R of gjWR .
Let fpjig be the set of its critical points lying near pj and let ji be their corresponding
indices. Form Morse Theory, we have
(WR(g  0); WR(g= 0)) =
X
g(pj)> 0
(−1)ji ;
(WR(g  0); WR(g= 0)) = (−1)n−k
X
g(pj)< 0
(−1)ji :
We conclude as in the proof of Theorem 2.6.
Now using Szafraniec’s work we can express (WR) as a signature over a suitable
nite dimensional algebra
if n− k is odd (WR) = (−1) k signature 	;
if n− k is even (WR) = signature 	M;
and we obtain
Corollary 4.3. if n− k is odd and d is odd
(WR(g= 0)) = (−1) k(signature 	 − signature gd);
if n− k is odd and d is even
(WR(g= 0)) = (−1) k(signature 	 − signature gd+1);
if n− k is even and d is odd
(WR(g= 0)) = signature 	M − signature Mgd+1 ;
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if n− k is even and d is even
(WR(g= 0)) = signature 	M − signature Mgd :
Proof. We have
(WR) = (WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− (WR(g= 0))
hence, for n− k odd
(−1) ksignature 	 = (WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− (WR(g= 0)):
We just have to use the expression of
(WR(g  0)) + (WR(g  0))− 2(WR(g= 0)):
5. Study of the bers of a proper polynomial in Rn
An interesting case is WR = Rn because (Rn) = 1 and we will study this example
in this section.
Let g : Rn!R be a proper polynomial. Let I be the ideal generated by @g@x1 ; : : : ;
@g
@xn
,
let AR =R[x]=I , assume that dimR AR< +1 and call d this dimension. Let h be the
jacobian of @g@x1 ; : : : ;
@g
@xn
. We will study the compact hypersurfaces g−1(c); c2R and
express their Euler characteristics.
Let
V =

p2Cn= @g
@x1
(p) =   = @g
@xn
(p) = 0

= fp1; : : : ; prg
with as before
AR = AR;p1      AR;pm  AC;pm+1      AC;ps ;
where fp1; : : : ; pmg is the set of critical points of g.
Let  be the global residue of AR (see [3,6,11,13]). We dene the following
symmetric bilinear forms on AR
 : AR  AR!R dened by (g1; g2) = (g1g2)
and for all c2R
c : AR  AR!R dened by c(g1; g2) = ((g− c)g1g2);
dc : AR  AR!R dened by dc (g1; g2) = ((g− c)dg1g2);
d+1c : AR  AR!R dened by d+1c (g1; g2) = ((g− c)d+1g1g2):
Lemma 5.1. If c is non-degenerate then g−1(c) is either empty or a smooth manifold
of dimension n− 1 in Rn.
Proof. We use Theorem 2.3 and we see that if c is non-degenerate then 8p2V
g(p) 6= c from which we deduce easily that g−1(c) is either empty or a smooth compact
hypersurface.
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Now using the previous sections we can express the Euler characteristic of the ber
g−1(c).
Theorem 5.2. Assume that d= dimR AR< +1 and g is proper. Let c2R then
(i) If c is non-degenerate then g−1(c) is either empty or a smooth manifold of
dimension n− 1 and
if n is odd (g−1(c)) = 1− signature c;
if n is even (g−1(c)) = 1− signature :
(ii) If c is degenerate then g−1(c) is either empty or
 a smooth manifold of dimension n− 1;
 a disjoint union of a manifold of dimension n− 1 which may have isolated singu-
larities and a nite number of isolated points.
and if n is odd
if d is odd (g−1(c)) = 1− signature dc ;
if d is even (g−1(c)) = 1− signature d+1c ;
if n is even
if d is odd (g−1(c)) = 1− signature d+1c ;
if d is even (g−1(c)) = 1− signature dc :
Proof. For (i) use Section 2 and for (ii) use Section 4.
These formulas can be viewed as an analog for the global situation to the Arnol’d,
Wall and Khimshiashvili’s formula (see [1,8,10,17]) that we can recall here
Theorem 5.3. Let f : (Rn; 0)! (R; 0) be an analytic germ with an isolated singular-
ity. Let B be a suciently small ball centered at the origin and let y be a small regu-
lar value o then
(f−1(y) \ B) = 1− sign(−y)ndeg0rf;
where rf is the gradient of f.
Remark 5.4. If n is even, from the formula
(g−1(c)) = 1− signature 
we deduce signature = 1 since (g−1(c)) = 0. Furthermore, it is easy to see that
signature = degSRrg;
where SR = @BR and BR is a suciently big ball containing all the critical points of g.
Finally, we nd
degSRrg= 1:
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Remark 5.5. If c is non-degenerate then c is a regular value of g. Let a1<    <aq
be the critical values of g then c belongs to an interval ]−1; a1[; ]ai; ai+1[ or ]aq;+1[
and signature c depends only on this interval because for c and c0 in this interval,
the bers g−1(c) and g−1(c0) are dieomorphic.
Remark 5.6. Let g be a non-constant polynomial of R[x1] then g : R!R is proper
and (g−1(0)) is the number of real roots of g. Applying the above results, we nd
a formula to compute the number of real roots of non-constant polynomial of one
variable.
6. Study of the topology of tame polynomial hypersurfaces
In this section we give an algebraic method to compute the topological type of the
bers of a tame polynomial.
A polynomial f : Cn!C is called tame if there is a compact neighborhood U of
the critical points of f such that jjrf(x)jj is bounded away from 0 on Cn n U .
Let f : Cn!C be a tame polynomial. Since the critical points set of f is compact
then f has a nite number of critical points and
dimC
C[x]
( @f@x1 ; : : : ;
@f
@xn
)
< +1:
Call AC this algebra and  its dimension,  is the total Milnor number of f. Let
V = fp2Cn=rf(p) = 0g= fp1; : : : ; psg
and 8i2f1; : : : ; sg let i = dimC AC;pi be the local Milnor number of f at pi. Clearly
 =
sX
i=1
i:
For c2C, we dene
c =
X
pi 2f−1(c)
i:
We know from Broughton [4,5] that for c2C; f−1(c) has the homotopy type of a
bouquet of  − c spheres of dimension n − 1. We will give an algebraic method to
compute the number  − c.
Let  : AC!C be the global residue (or Kronecker symbol). We dene the follow-
ing bilinear symmetric forms:
 : AC  AC!C dened by (g1; g2) = (g1g2)
and for all c2C
c : AC  AC!C dened by c(g1; g2) = ((f − c)g1g2);
	c : AC  AC!C dened by 	c(g1; g2) = ((f − c)g1g2):
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Theorem 6.1. (i) If c is non-degenerate then c is a regular value of f and f−1(c)
has the homotopy type of a bouquet of  = dimC AC spheres.
(ii) If c is degenerate then c is a critical value of f and f−1(c) has the homotopy
type of a bouquet of  − cc = rank	c spheres.
Proof. (i) is clear using Theorem 2.3 and Broughton’s results.
(ii) Using Theorem 2.3, c is degenerate implies that 9i2f1; : : : ; sg such that
(f − c)(pi) = 0. Now
AC = AC;p1      AC;ps ;
rank	c =
sX
i=1
rank	ic;
where 	ic is the restriction of 	c to AC;pi .
Now if (f−c)(pi) 6=0 then 	ic is non-degenerate (see Proposition 2.2) and rank	ic=
i = dimC AC;pi . If (f − c)(pi) = 0 then f − c belongs to the maximal ideal of AC;pi
and then (f − c) = 0 in AC;pi (see Proposition 4.1) so rank	ic = 0 and
rank	c =
X
f(pi) 6= 0
i =  − c:
We use Broughton’s results to conclude.
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